OUR INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM POLICY
(QUALITY, ENVIRONMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY )

Our Mission:
It is to be considered as a model, leading and reputable institution, which is the first to
come to mind in Turkey and the Region by generation of reliable and environment
friendly energy in order to meet the energy need of our country.

Our Vision:
It is to be the determinant actor of its region in the generation of electricity for our
country, our customers and our shareholders, with its specialized personnel, without
sacrificing from our reliable and transparent management focusing on environment
and human and acquiring the rules of the society as a principle

Our principles within the direction of this purpose are;

- **Customer Satisfaction:** The customer and society satisfaction is the focal point
  of all our activities. To complete and deliver our undertakings on time and in
  full.
- **Highly Qualified Employees:** To work as a team which has comprehensive
  knowledge of energy generation, is informed, loves the work performed, is
  responsible for and proud of each work carries out, is highly qualified, free from
  personal conflicts, target-focused and willing.
- **Compliance with the Laws and Legislation:** To conduct all our activities within
  the frame of the laws and legal rules of Turkish Republic, in compliance with the
  regulations, arrangements and specifications.
- **Continuous Improvement:** To work in order to continuously improve the
  Quality Environment and Occupational Health and Safety management system.
- **Protection of Human Health and Environment:** In our activities we consider it
  as an inseparable part of our principal work to minimize all the risks which might
  negatively influence human and environment health and safety and to raise
  awareness for the employees and the society.
- **Compliance with Shareholder Standards:** In our activities we consider fully
  compliance with relevant Environmental, Health and Safety and Quality
  standards of Our Shareholder UNIT and Ansaldo Energia.
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